Kono ronbun wa anime "fuyu no semi" ni okeru nanshoku kappuru no jinsei gazou o kenkyu shite iru. Kenkyu no mokuteki wa tokugawa jidai (1862-nen) no nanshoku seikatsu ni kanshite nanshoku chishiki o shiru koto ga erareru koto dearu. Kenkyu kara matomo na kekka wa nanshoku kappuru, Kusaka to Akizuki no yos-gai deai kara fukai kankei o umidasareta. Karera no kankei wa masumasu kangeki mono ni nari hajimeta. Kono kangeki mono kara futari no koudo ga kawatte hajimeta nodearu. Iroppoi ren'ai kankei ni sodatte, kissu, nikutai o sawaru, sekkusu made no samazamana koibito koudo ga fuete ita monoda. Keredo, futari no nanshoku ren'ai-banashi wa sawayaka na monogatari dewa naku, sangeki na ren'ai no hanashi ni natta no dearu.
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ABSTRACT

This thesis discusses the life of a couple in the anime nanshoku Fuyu no semi. This study was conducted to find out how your love life partner nanshoku the Tokugawa-period Bakumatsu. Nanshoku couple`s life, character and Akizuki Kusaka was preceded by an unexpected meeting. After this unexpected meeting, the two met again so intertwined relationship Akizuki offered Kusaka beginning to learn English, then the appearance of expression glad they were reunited, and changes in the open meetings become more intimate meetings. This relationship led Kusaka and Akizuki on action nanshoku couples erotic, kissing, touching your partner`s body and sex. Nanshoku love life partner, Kusaka and Akizuki ended tragically. They ended their lives by suicide.
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